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Alcohol abuse policy is needed

Regents' ban on campus (kinking will stay
What those congressmen and everyone else

change on this issue.
Past stories and letters to the editor have

contained results of surveys taken on alcohol

use on campus. The results of an alcohol

questionnaire distributed through the residence

halls show that 88.9 percent of the respondents
drink and that 74.7 percent of them drink on

campus.
That probably isn't news to anybody. It

doesn't take a survey or a Gallup Poll to tell

people that alcohol is both used - and abused
on campus.
The argument that lessening the policy

would result in more people drinking respon-

sibly cannot be proven by facts. It is a guess,
and a hopeful one at that.

Richard McKinnon, RHA adviser and assist-

ant director of housing, estimates that half of
the discipline problems in the halls are alcohol-relate- d.

Much of the vandalism in the halls is

the result of drunk students. It may be hard to
catch those people but it's senseless to change
the policy to make it more difficult.

Allowing drinking in the halls, fraternities
and sororities would also give students the
chance to use the Abscam Defense. Faced with
the charge of taking money for political favors,
many congressmen responded by saying,
"Don't blame me. I was drunk."

Few issues on campus are as hotly debated
as the policy of not allowing alcohol in UNL
residence halls. Recently, a residence hall presi-
dent called for revision of the policy which
would allow students to drink in the halls.

Revising the alcohol policy to allow for
consumption of alcohol in the halls, fraternit-
ies and sororities is a bad idea for several
reasons.

First, and foremost, is the fact that state law
does not allow anyone under the age of 20 to
obtain alcoholic beverages. Remembering that
the residence hall population is dominated by
people under 20 years of age, it seems ridicul-

ous to think that any policy will be adopted
that openly encourages violation of state law.

No one would deny that easing the policy
would make liquor more available, but the
facts are that alcohol is so easily available to
those students seeking it that the current
policy has little effect.

Those who would like to see the policy
changed argue that because the policy is so

hopelessly unworkable, a new policy is needed.
Let's be realistic folks. Does anybody out

there really think the NU Board of Regents
would allow liberalization of this policy? The
regents have for too long held to their "in loco
parentis" philosophy and are not going to

must realize is that despite use of alcohol
people are still responsible for their actions.
Drinking, in any amount, should not be an
excuse for wrongdoings.

Currently, the student assistants are the
"police" behind the policy. But they certainly
do not want to be. There is little enjoyment in

confronting a student about a possible alcohol
violation.

It is difficult to expect students with drink-

ing problems to go to their SA and ask for
help. Ideally, that is one of the many jobs they
are there for. But it might be more realistic to
expect them to go to an outsider because of
the complexity of the issue.

Students who think they need counseling
are encouraged to visit any of the following
places for help: the Mental Health Clinic at the
University Health Center, the Counseling Cent-
er in Seaton Hall, the Educational Psychology
Clinic, the Psychology Department Clinic and
for referral service, the Lincoln Council on
Alcohol and Drugs.

We don't need grandiose ideals on what to
do with alcohol or risky experiments. What we
need is to realize the damaging effects of
alcohol abuse. Only then can we formulate
coherent policies to limit its damage.

Holiday giving needed daily
There's something about the holiday

season that can really bring out the
cynicism in a person. Perhaps it lies in the
fact that most American holidays are
founded in such hypocrisy.

Take, for instance, the recent Thanks-
giving holiday. We've all been taught the
touching story of the original Thanksgiv-
ing, about how the "Pilgrims" sat down to
dinner with the "Indians" to celebrate the
pilgrims survival of that first long, hard
winter. We were all told how the "Indians"
showed the settlers how to grow corn and
how the first dinner was filled with the
spirit of brotherly love and sharing and so
forth.

stood for freedom and equality for all.
How noble of our "Founding Fathers" to
initiate such a move.

A person can't help but get cynical
about holidays. Here we are with Thanks-
giving Day barely passed and already stores
are pushing consumers to spend money for
Christmas. Somehow the whole spirit of
this celebration gets lost, submerged under
the social pressure to buy presents. To"
reiterate the theme from the cartoon
special A Charlie Brown Christmas. Christ-
mas is too commercialized.

Then, of course, there's New Year's b ve,

everybody's yearly excuse to get drunk and
be totally irresponsible for a day . Watch
the rise in traffic deaths due to drunken

driving. What fun that should be.
There may be some real feelings of

thankfulness at Thanksgiving, some spirit-
ual feelings at Christmas, a real commit-
ment to making a new beginning at New

Year's and there may have even been some

people who really stood for freedom in

1776. But when everyday living doesn't
reflect the meaning of the holidays, who

can really take any of them seriously?
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would follow a Soviet invasion and whichPeace needs defense

I wonder how Native Americans feel
now as they watch the desendants from
that first dinner celebrate "Thanksgiving."
Boy, talk about biting the hand that feeds
you. What did the original people of this
land get in return for their hospitality to
the Europeans? They were pushed off the
land, their culture was destroyed iheir
history lost and a Nazi-lik- e genocide was
inflicted upon them. But here we all sit
every year with our turkey and dressing;
following the great tradition, like every-
thing is fine and dandy.

Of course, there is something to be saidabout the spirit of sharing with the hungryon Thanksgiving. Many people take timeout to donate food for Thanksgivingbaskets to the poor. So, on this one dayout of the year, the nation's poor are inun-dated with food, while the other 364 days
a,'.! f I10"6 t0 Starve-Buta-

t least we
our consciences and knowthat we gave to the less fortunate

l
?auy 866111 downright.K unpatriotic to
hght on the fraudulent na u e ofAmerican holiday traditions. But one

help but wonder how those who Svcan t include themselves in these vf,festivities feel during the hohday i
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has always tollowed the installation of
every Communist regime in world history.

It should be obvious to these people and
to their pacifist sympathizers in the United
States that the real danger comes not from
their American protectors, but from the
Soviet Union, which already has millions of
Europeans virtually under armed guard be-
hind the mine fields of the Iron Curtain liv-

ing under far worse economic conditions
than their neighbors in Western capitalistic
societies.

The invasion of Afghanistan by the
Soviets, as well as the incident with the
Soviet nuclear spy submarine should be
clear enough evidence who is not sure who
the enemy is.

European pacifists may well succeed in
keeping new U.S. and NATO weapons out,
but in doing so they would be signing their
own death warrants and ours, as well. Free-
dom isn't free, and if these people aren't
willing to do their part to maintain its de-

fense, tyranny will be the only benefactor.
Steve Grasz

Ag Honors - Pre-La- w

The column by Roger Nimps concerning
U.S. military policy in Western Europe was
typical of past Nimps editorials in its un-

reasonable condemnation of the Reagan
administration. In light of the violation of
Swedish territory by a Soviet nuclear spy
submarine it should be obvious that the
real threat to peace in Europe is the Soviet
war machine, not U.S. defense measures.

If Western Europeans are ever subjected
to the holocaust of nuclear war, it will be
from Soviet nuclear weapons, not Ameri-
can.

The United States has never, does not,
and will never have even one nuclear
weapon aimed at any target, civilian or
military, in these European countries. The
threat comes totally from the Soviet Union
and their puppet states surrounding West-e- m

Europe. There would be no nuclear
threat there if it were not for the Soviet
missiles aimed at these people.

These people, are in effect, protesting
the only thing that stands between them
and the bloody, brutal oppression which


